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SOJOURNERS II 
 

The most I have learned spiritually is from teaching Sunday school for the last twenty years.  The most 
I’ve grown spiritually is by attending the Sojourner’s group on Monday evenings.  Seven years ago, our 
group started with the Companions in Christ book series.  This year the Sojourner groups will read  
Contrast Community by James Bailey.  What I enjoy most from our group is that we can ask any church 
related question.  We will discuss the question, be it a simple or thought provoking one by being open 
and respectful to one another.  Our church offers  members so much to be involved in like; Sunday 
school and adult education opportunities.  If you are called to be a part of a Sojourners group, be ready 
to continue a journey to grow in faith. 
 

— George Rennan 

Lifelong Learning Ministry Team 

PROMISE PRESCHOOL 
 

Promise Preschool embodies its name and the iconic symbol gracing its logo — the school makes good 
on its promises. As an educator, I observe my two boys thrilled to go to school and excited to regale 
tales of their learning — thus a promise fulfilled. As a Christian, I see my two boys assured of  
salvation through the teachings and leadership found within its doors — thus a promise fulfilled. As a  
parent, I watch my boys play and interact with other children in a safe, creative environment that fosters 
their social skills — thus a promise fulfilled. As a loving father, I listen to the teachers as they council 
with me about my children and they share the same care and concern that I have for the content of their  
Characters — thus a promise fulfilled. The teachers and staff that make up the rainbow of Promise  
Preschool offer up more than a mythological pot of gold; they offer the same message arched at the end 
of the flood — a promise fulfilled. 
 

— Carl Freund 

PROMISE PRESCHOOL 
 

When we moved to Duluth three years ago, I had two children in elementary school a preschooler, and a 
baby at home.  As I stay-at-home mom, I was looking for a pre-school, a place where my preschooler 
could go play, learn, experience new events, and begin to be introduced to education outside of the 
home.  As I asked around to families at school pick-up at the Elementary school, “Promise Preschool 
came up from a few different parents, along with some other preschools.  My son and I  went to visit 
each of the schools and Promise seemed to fit with our priorities as a family.  Now, as I have my second 
child currently at Promise Preschool, I have reflected on what I like as a mother about PPS.  A few 
things came to mind that are important to me:  Safety, peace of mind, compassion, understanding, love, 
laughter, and learning of course.  As a busy mother to five younger children, I often don’t have the  
perfect morning and I am always just trying to do my best.  Those days when I feel like I have come up 
short, perhaps for drop-off or ill-prepared for picture day….I have felt no judgment, no added shame or 
criticized. I have felt love, patience and acceptance.  Promise Preschool has a special place in the heart 
of our family and we are grateful to have Promise Preschool in our Duluth community. 
 

— Tara Horsley 
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BIBLE STUDY 
 

That Friday study is such an important part of my week.  I feel malnourished when I can’t make it, and 
am so grateful to know I only have to wait a week to get back to the Word. 
 

— Sarah McCourtney 

GIFT 

 
The Parish Hall was filled to capacity on Rally Sunday in September as  
people of all ages returned to celebrate the beginning of a new program year!   
From babies to grandparents, it was great to reconnect with many friends  
after a busy summer and to welcome new friends seeking a faith community.  
 To kickoff the theme based on Galatians 5:22-23 — the Fruit of the Spirit —  

each family painted a ceramic bowl with a design of their creation.  The bowl  
can be used as a devotional centerpiece through the year, each month adding  
a symbolic token of one of the “fruits” featured at a monthly GIFT  
Intergenerational Sunday School event.  It is energizing and hopeful to be  
part of this faith filled, always growing community! 
 

— Ann Beck 

Lifelong Learning Ministry Team 

SUNDAY SCHOOL 

 
I have taught Sunday School for two years. I think it is fun to see the 4 
and 5 year old kids each Sunday.  I enjoy making the Bible stories  
interesting and understandable for the children. Also, I like bringing in 
dolls to make the Bible story come alive. Other things that make teaching 
fun are listening to them talk about their week, singing time before we 
teach the story, and going to the FLC library every other week. It is  
obvious that the children's Sunday School time is helping them grow in 
their faith and that I am making meaningful connections with them. Often 
they will see me during the Service and wave and smile at me. I am  
grateful for this opportunity to teach Sunday School and relearn the Bible 
stories. 
 

Thanks, Britta Jones (High School Student) 

SUNDAY SCHOOL 

 
“What was the theme for our Sunday School Year?” was asked last May at the end-of-year celebration.  
Zach’s quick and energized response:  “Awesomeness!”  What a great example of contagious  
enthusiasm! 
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Lifelong Learning Ministry Team 

VLM DAY CAMP 
 

I have had the privilege and pleasure to be involved supporting VLM DAY CAMP  here at First  
Lutheran the past four summers. When the children arrive that first day there is both excitement and 
anxiousness as we get them registered and distribute name tags, but within a very short time the  
counselors have them singing, playing games and getting to know each other. Most of the children are 
members at FLC, but some are from other churches in our community and some are grandchildren of 
members that no longer live in Duluth. My granddaughter comes to Duluth each summer to  
participate in this wonderful ministry and each time she attends she makes a friend or finds one from a 
previous year. She truly has learned more about Jesus and how he is always her "best friend.”   Each day 
when I come to get her, she has lots to tell me about the songs and Bible stories and also great  
questions about worship and Jesus. VLM DAY CAMP, I am grateful to all of you and proud that FLC is 
a partner with you in guiding our children and grandchildren. 
 

— Suzanne Canfield 

VOYAGER’S LUTHERAN MINISTRIES 
 

I really like Camp because it has a lot of fun activities and games. You can swim, make arts and crafts, 
and play games during the choice time. The food there also tastes really good. It is a really fun and  
engaging way to learn about God! 
 

— Luke Hilliard 
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Local & Global Ministry Team 

Local & Global  
Action Teams 

 

• Angel Tree   

• Cameroon Healthcare 

• CHUM Advocacy   

• CHUM Food Shelf 

• CHUM Rhubarb Festival 

• CHUM Shelter/Drop in 
Center 

• Damiano Center Bread 
Run 

• Damiano Center Soup 
Kitchen 

• El Salvador                
Los Ranchos 

• Good Gifts 

• Habitat for Humanity 

• LSS Ambassadors 

• Malaysia Missions 

• Meals on Wheels 

• Micah 6:8 

• Myer-Wilkins           
Partnership 

• Namibia Action Team 

• Petrozavodsk Ingrian 
Lutheran Church 

• Topnotchers 

• Voyageur Lutheran   
Ministry 

• Youth Service Projects 

MICAH 6:00 
 

As I look back on some deep spiritual experiences in my life, I see a 
pattern. When I was brave enough to take the time, step out of my 
comfort zone and thrust myself into an experience for which I knew 
very few details, only trusting that this was the right thing to do, I was 
the richer for it. This past fall, because of my commitment to the 
work of the Micah 6:8 action team, I went to Peace Church to  
participate in an afternoon gathering where about 20 people 
experienced what is called “The Blanket” exercise. This exercise was  
developed in Canada by a group of 11 churches and religious  
organizations that advocate for social justice. A Blanket Exercise is 
an interactive learning experience that teaches indigenous rights  
history, something most of us don't know and should, given the 
events recently at Standing Rock, as one example. It created a deeper  
understanding and empathy toward indigenous people for me. 
 

“Those with blue cards, please step off the blankets.”  And with those 
words, I was asked to take a seat. “You represent those who died of 
malnutrition after being forced off your traditional territories and 
away from your hunting grounds”, explained the narrator. For the 
next 20 minutes, I watched the facilitators pull back and remove  
blanket after blanket representing lands as the historical narrative 
continued.  What added to this already emotionally difficult  
experience was the opportunity to meet socially with five young  
indigenous women at a table beforehand as we waited to start. They 
were all there on an afternoon leave from The Bethel here in Duluth,  
recovering from addiction. We stood on the blankets together and as 
we all heard the narrative, which was their story, tears started to 
stream from their eyes and soon my tears joined theirs. They soon 
after had to return to The Bethel, so they quietly walked out the door. 
The rest of the group processed the experience afterwards and I 
couldn't help but feel those five women and their stories were an 
amazing, agonizingly beautiful gift that changed me forever. I shall 
never forget them. I keenly felt God's presence as a suffering servant, 
taking on the pain and brokenness of their lives in that moment. As I 
follow Jesus into these thin places, I can only say and strongly urge, 
“Come and see!” where you too can meet Jesus in the eyes and lives 
of others. 
 

 — Beth Holst   

Paul Anderson and Brenda Schrader-Johnson, Co-Chairs; Pr. Greg Garmer; Sharon Turnboom 

Ministry Board Representative; Dick Anderson;  Kevin Halvorson; Voula Heffernan; Bob Jokela; 

Shirley Wuchter 
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SISTER PARISH — SAN ANTONIO LOS RANCHOS 
 

Four years ago I traveled with our FLC delegation  
to visit our sister community of San Antonio Los  
Ranchos in the northern rural area of El Salvador.   
Bob and I stayed with Haydee and her young adult  
daughter and son. Haydee opened her home to us,  
fed us, and made us feel welcome. Although we  
could not communicate very well verbally due to our  
different languages, we felt a strong connection by  
staying in Haydee’s home.  Her son and daughter  
were attending a college in a nearby community,  
and participating in the scholarship program  
supported by First Lutheran Church.  Haydee was a  
leader of the  women’s sewing group and also worked  
many hours at La Comida, the local restaurant.  
When Sister Parish staff translators were available, I learned some of Haydee’s story.  Her husband had 
died young, leaving her with seven children.  In August 2016, I learned that Haydee would be one of the 
delegates from Los Ranchos to visit Duluth in late September.  I was excited to see Haydee again, to 
have her stay at our home, and to share experiences with worship, meals, activities and service  
organizations in Duluth.  We had a joyful reunion as the delegates arrived at the Minneapolis airport.  
This brought me back to the same feelings of anticipation, excitement and eagerness to learn when we 
arrived in San Salvador.  During their stay, one of Haydee’s sons and her granddaughter were able to 
travel to Duluth from the East coast for a brief visit.  She had not seen her son for twenty years and had 
never met her 10 year old granddaughter.  Their emotional reunion was so full of joy, and an experience 
I will never forget.  By spending time with Haydee’s family members, we learned more of the family’s 
story, which strengthened our bond with them.   I continue to have contact through Facebook with the 
younger generations of Los Ranchos families, and to continue to learn about their joy, hopes, and  
struggles.  In the past month, one of the students we met in Los Ranchos has completed her degree in 
Social Work and shared pictures of her graduation. 
 

These relationships and experiences with delegation visits have strengthened my faith by teaching me 
that we share God’s love across distances, cultures, and language differences.   I have gained deeper un-
derstanding of the history of violence and war in El Salvador, and the faith, joy, courage, and  
perseverance of the people who have suffered so much oppression.   These experiences and relationships 
with our friends from Los Ranchos have given me hope and strengthened my commitment to work for 
social and economic justice. 
 

— Joanne Jokela 

Local & Global Ministry Team 
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GLOBAL — MARLYS AND TRADASHA WITTMER 
 

The Local/Global Ministry Team met in November. On the agenda was news from our FLC member and 
missionary in Malaysia Marlys Wittmer that her sister in the United States had been admitted to a  
hospice program.  Marlys wanted to return to the States, but wasn’t sure how she would be able to afford 
the airfare home for herself and her daughter Tradasha.  Our team expressed empathy, then reacted with 
a fix-it approach, wishing we could bring the two home, yet wrestling with the details. At the end of the 
meeting we left with heavy hearts, undecided how we could offer support during this difficult time. 
 
As if God’s Spirit was at work all night, we woke in the morning to a message that a relative had  
provided airfare. I was grateful we had gathered together in the name of Christ, we had prayed together 
and we had wrestled to discern God’s will.  Through this experience, we sensed Christ’s compassion and 
presence walking with us, carrying all of us forward. I felt confident that our prayers and corporate  
concern were and are an important support to this devoted missionary mother and daughter and extended 
family. 
 
     — Shirley Wuchter 

CHUM FOOD SHELF 
 

The Joy of being a part of God’s puzzle.  
 

About a year ago, a friend here at First Lutheran encouraged me to try volunteering at the CHUM  
Emergency Food Shelf,  which I did and very much enjoyed. But what we many times are unaware of is 
how God sets us up to become part of His plan.  In November 2016, I became aware of a young mother, 
also volunteering at the Food Shelf, who was in the midst of some complex problems and being without 
friends as she is new to our country and alone.  One thing led to another and after family consultation, 
we invited her to our Christmas celebration.  That led to more background information, learning about 
serious needs and an opportunity for us to help.  Even though she does not have a car, she needed a Min-
nesota driver’s license (a document which opens so many doors for us and yet we usually take for 
granted).  So Garry and I went through the process of the written and behind the wheel exams with her 
and she passed it all.  She was so happy and relieved to have accomplished those goals.  Then it was job 
applications, getting a library card, and learning how to cut through the hospital complex to stay out of 
the cold on her job commute.  Small steps to being able to fit in and settle in. 
 

What I would like to say is, God brings Jesus to us in the form of someone in need.  He puts the puzzle 
pieces there for us to assemble.  The greatest joy one receives is when we decide to put those puzzle 
pieces of God’s making together. 
 

— Janet Ward 

Local & Global Ministry Team 
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Stewardship Ministry Team 

Carlene Sippola, Chair; Pr. Dianne Loufman; Margaret Broderius, Ministry Board Representative; 

Diane Skomers, Mary Schmitz; Dick Swenson; Dave Westerberg 

 
Stewardship 

 

• Care of the Earth 

• Care of Finances 

• Care of Ourselves 

• Care of Personal Finances 

• Care of Relationships 

• Care of Space  

CARING FOR OUR EARTH 
 

“The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it.”  
Genesis 1:15 NIV 

 
 

On September 11, 2016, 37 members of First Lutheran, from  

young to slightly less young, lived out their calling to be Stewards  

of God’s creation.  As the main focus of God’s Work Our Hands 

we gathered after church that Sunday and went out into the  

neighborhood surrounding First Lutheran to not only clean up  

the neighborhood, but to make our presence known.  We focused  

our efforts from 10th Avenue East to 14th Avenue East and from  

London Road up to 4th Street.  We were able to gather up many  

bags of trash, but that was not the important aspect of this event.   

What we were out there doing was showing this community that  

we are no longer going to sit behind the closed doors of this  

building and keep to ourselves.  We are bursting out, showing this community that we are here, we care, 

and we want to build a relationship with them.  We were able to talk to some of our neighbors and tell 

them who we are and what we were doing.  This was a tentative step out into the neighborhood and it 

was a success.  We will be planning more events like this to take care of God’s Creation around us, 

which encompasses not just the cleaning of the neighborhood, but also caring for the people that live in 

the neighborhood and building lasting relationships with them.  
 

— Dave Westerberg 
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Stewardship Ministry Team 

One morning a small group of us made the final decisions of where the money earned from the  
Scandinavian Food and Craft Festival should be allocated.  It is a great feeling to know that some  
homeless people will be fed, a few children will be able to go to camp, a hospital in Africa will soon 
have solar generated electricity, and many other good things are happening.  Giving truly is rewarding! 
 

— Beryl Bredeson 

GIVING 
 

In my daily life at home, I know that Grace occurs on a regular basis for me, 
almost taking it for granted. And usually at the end of the day when I stop 
and reflect on what I'm grateful for, I see how Grace has added up for me 
through the course of a day.  When I'm on the boat, things seem to happen 
much more quickly, time seems to be compressed and I am so much more 
aware in the moment that Grace is an abundant feature of my life. When we 
put out that net and begin to drift with the current, tide, and wind, amazing 
things seem to happen.  Fishing for salmon has taught me that Grace is, and I 
am; I am in this moment, perhaps 50 salmon will hit the net or perhaps 1000 
salmon will hit the net.  It's still just fishing, but I have been given so much 
through it and Grace has touched me through so many moments in the course 
of a day on that boat that I want to share this bounty.  First Lutheran offers 
me one outlet in giving some of that Grace that has been offered to me richly 
and freely, and I'm grateful for that. 

 

                                    — Dave Rogotzke 

CARE OF FINANCE — IT ALL BELONGS TO GOD 
 

Who has taught you about stewardship?  How did they do that? 

Which word best describes your relationship to money:  save, share or spend? 

Would you volunteer more if you had the time?  What area would you choose? 
 

One of the goals of the Stewardship Ministry 
Team this year was to encourage members of 
FLC to prayerfully contemplate how they are 
stewards of all that is God’s; not only here at 
FLC, but throughout their lives.  We  
developed a card deck to help with this  
process.  The open-ended questions were  
provided to encourage self-reflection and  
discussion among families, friends, and church 
groups.  Members of the Stewardship Ministry 
Team had fun one Sunday morning illustrating 
how a discussion might go.  Our hope is that 
members will use the card deck throughout the year to revisit their commitments and encourage new 
ways to be stewards of all that is God’s We would love to hear your stories of how you used the cards  
and how they made an impact on your stewardship outlook. 
 

— Carlene Sippola 

Stewardship Campaign Summary 

Pledge 
# of Pledges 

Total 
Average 

Pledge Size 
Year Amount 

2016 189 $620,249 $3,281.74 

2015 204 $621,782 $3,048 

2014 215 $684,770 $3,185 

2013 237 $749,020 $3,160 
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PRAYER SHAWL MINISTRY 
 

On January 30, my sister, Camilla Frey (Millie), was air lifted to United Hospital in St. Paul with a  
ruptured aneurysm.  The result of that was 32 days in the hospital, which included three weeks in ICU, 
and a 4½ hour brain surgery on February 22.  On March 1, Millie left the hospital. Mercifully, she is 
fully recovered. That brings me to the prayer shawl. 
 

One Sunday in mid February, Pat Ekker presented me with a beautiful floral bag containing a lovely 
hand knit shawl to deliver to Millie. When I gave it to Millie, she immediately wrapped it around her  
shoulders and it remained with her from then on. I honestly believe she would have taken it into surgery 
with her if it had been allowed! When she came to our home to convalesce after her surgery, she would 
come out of her bedroom in the morning with the prayer shawl wrapped around her. When she had her 
important appointment with her neurosurgeon in St. Paul on March 7, she packed a little bag with all the 
necessities for the day, including her prayer shawl! I wonder if the women who faithfully, prayerfully 
and lovingly knit these shawls for people know exactly how much they mean to those who receive them. 
Millie knew she was being prayed for, but holding that shawl, feeling it in her hands, those tangible 
prayers were so meaningful to her. Those dear knitters meet as a group and as they knit, the stitches  
contain prayers for those who will receive them. My mother (Marcella von Goertz) received one and she 
treasured it. She, like Millie, also wrapped herself in it and I know received comfort, hope, and love 
from it in her last years. 
 

Millie would like to thank all of you who prayed so faithfully for her recovery all that time she was in 
the hospital. And to the women who knit the shawls for people like Millie, we would like to thank you 
from the bottom of our hearts for this meaningful ministry which I now know touches hearts and souls 
deeply. And thank you to all who prayed for Millie during this difficult time. First Lutheran is a great 
and loving church. We all saw it personally and are so very grateful. 
 

— Marcia Lothner & Family 

Stewardship Ministry Team 

VISITATION 
 

Of course, no two hospital visits are the same.  Something that often happens is that the church member 
patient is glad to see me, someone from their church. It’s a relief, delight or the power of community 
(sense of belonging). 
 

I have experienced inspiration of the Spirit in the hospital ministry.  It’s not about my visiting, but that I 
represent First Lutheran and what it stands for. One time, when I went to a hospital room, a woman was 
sitting with her dying husband.  She was alone and sad feelings were overwhelming her. She welcomed 
me from church and asked if I would stay with her.  We sat together and after awhile, I talked to her. 
When we were through (her husband died the next day), she said she appreciated my being there and it 
helped.  What I said and offered didn’t feel like my thoughts or ideas, but something that just came and 
was good and was right. 
 

Another time when I was visiting a member patient, there was a visitor.  When I asked if she’d like me 
to read a devotion, she said she would really like that.  The visitor looked very uncomfortable and 
seemed to wish I’d leave and not interfere between them.  I thought of leaving, and then decided to 
honor the patient’s wishes with something.  I read a beautiful version of the 23rd Psalm that I had been 
given when I was a hospice volunteer.  Afterward, the visitor look relieved and comfortable.  He was 
Jewish and hadn’t known what to expect.  The Psalm was just right for both of them. 
 

— Cecile Swenson 
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CARE FOR THE EARTH 
 

You can take the boy out of the country… 

But you can’t take the country out of the boy! 
 

Growing up with parents who garden or farm seems to be a thread that runs through those at First  
Lutheran who are committed to keeping our gardens and grounds beautiful!  
 

My mother loved to garden, as did her mother, and my dad, who was an electrician, also worked a small farm 
as a hobby and introduced me to that activity as a young boy. 
 

It has always seemed to me that what you see on the outside reflects that which exists on the inside.  If 
our church building and its grounds look well taken care of, orderly and pleasant to look at, then maybe 
our internal operation and activities would also be inspiring, meaningful, and pleasant to be a part of in 
various ways.  I get great satisfaction from growing things and watching them each spring come to life 
and produce something that is good to eat or just to look at for their inherent beauty. 
 

I was an environmental scientist for over 30 years.  Being a part of the beauty of a natural setting that is 
nurtured by our Lord is just something that gives me pleasure and a peaceful heart and mind. 
 

I will always have a love for the country and all that nature offers us every day. 
 

— Steve Broderius 

CARE OF OURSELVES 
 

Yogadevotion is offered at First Lutheran Church.  It combines a 
commitment to stewardship of our bodies with a recognition that “It 
All Belongs to God.”  I enjoyed that our group of seven was invited 
to sit on the floor on a handsome Persian rug.  A beautiful table cloth 
was spread before us enhancing a delicious, traditional Iranian meal.  
Among this physically-fit group of travelers, I somehow was the only 
one who could sit for 1.5 hours with her legs crossed.  I remembering 
whispering, “Thank you, God, and thanks for Yogadevotion. 

 

                                                     — Diane Skomars 

Stewardship Ministry Team 

My mother lay dying at the Franciscan Health Center here in Duluth.  My mother was a member of Zion 
Lutheran Church, International Falls.  I worship regularly at First Lutheran Church, but am a member of 
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Wadena.  I called FLC and spoke with Ann Beck, Ministerial Associate, 
asking if FLC would bring the Word and Sacraments to my mother in her need.  FLC showed up  
immediately.  Ann shared the Word, Sacraments, and prayer with my mother at her bedside. It meant the 
world to my mother and also to my family.  FLC did not let membership get in the way of ministry.  
I will always be grateful to FLC for bringing Christ’s presence, the Church’s presence, the Word and 
Sacraments other times during those few dark days.  FLC followed up with me after my mother passed 
away too. 
 

Ministry is alive and happening at FLC!  I am forever grateful to FLC! 
 

— Valerie Ramnes 

CARE OF RELATIONSHIPS 
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Stewardship Ministry Team 

SPACE 
 

Mothers of Preschoolers (MOPS) 
 

The body of Christ consists of more than members within church walls. 
 

I have had the privilege over the last 15 years or so to be a "mentor mom" to "Mothers of  
Preschoolers" (MOPS). There are around 60 women who meet at First Lutheran most Thursday  
mornings where they support one another in their calling through breaking bread together, providing 
educational programs with childcare provided and hugs in times of joys and sorrows. I have the  
opportunity to freely share my faith through offering devotions, listening and encouraging each one on 
the journey, and yes, I get to hold babies. 
 

I continue each year in the role of mentor mom as I see those who have no family nearby, and perhaps 
no church home.  Some have found a home here at First, as they feel welcome in this space.  Offering 
our space to them is a very important ministry. 
 

May we continue to be the outstretched arms and heart of God. 
 

— Beth Holst 

Several Thursdays a month, First Lutheran Church hosts MOPS ~ Mothers 
of Preschoolers.  On "MOPS days" the church is filled with nearly 60 moms 
who gather to share fellowship, faith, and fun.  Childcare is provided for the 
little ones during the meetings, giving the mothers some much appreciated 
personal time.   I have been a member of MOPS at FLC for the past almost 
eight years.  It has been a true gift to be a part of a caring, supportive and fun 
group of women.  Our meetings include devotions and prayers by mentor 
moms, speakers on various topics (gardening, how to discipline your child, 
outdoor activities for kids, etc.), social time and an especially delicious 
brunch with hot coffee!  My heart is filled with gratitude for MOPS.   
Thank you FLC for being an integral part in making MOPS happen! 
 

                                             — Dana Varland 

Greg came to the MOPS nursery in September, very apprehensive and sad to be away from mom.  The 
first day he spent on my lap watching the other children.  Two weeks later we were able to watch from 
an umbrella stroller.  As the months have flown by, he now leaves my side sooner, chatting and playing 
with our many toys.  It is a joy for me to see God’s children grow socially in the warm space we call the 
nursery! 

— Gail Tate 
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HOLY WEEK SERVICES 
 

I was so privileged to attend your Holy Thursday, Holy Friday and 
Easter Sunday Services!  On Holy Friday, I was blown away by the 
performance and was brought to tears by the interpretation of song/
music/voices/the experience of Christ...was blown away!  I wasn’t 
expecting such an exhilarating experience with others in Christ  
THANK YOU! 
 

Be blessed in Christ Jesus! 
 

Note from Angela Flint after attending services  
during Holy Week at First Lutheran. 

 

WORSHIP 
 

As parents we struggle with many tough situations raising our  
children.  It seems every time our parenting skills were put to the test 
this year, the Sunday worship service and sermon spoke to our hearts 
about the correct actions and responses.  We left church with a sense 
of peace and reassurance that Jesus was walking with us through this 
difficult time.   
                             — Chris and Teresa Zupancich 
 

ACOLYTES 
 

This was the first year my son Tyler was old enough to acolyte.  The first Sunday he was an acolyte 
was a    moving experience for me.  I felt a sense of joy and gratitude that my son would be able to  
experience God from a new perspective on the altar. 
 
                                  — Teresa Zupancich 
 

WORSHIP SERVICES 
 

“I like to play music especially in church because I think people enjoy it. My 
mom always reminds me that my Gramma Mac would be proud of me  
because (as Gramma would say) I am sharing the talents God has given me 
with others and blessing them with His love through my talents.” 
 
                 — David Fanning 
 

Kirsten Bich, Chair; Pastor Dianne Loufman; Jason Branham; Dawn Boman, Ministry Board 

Representative; Mark Britton; Lee Hanson; Mary Ledford; Mark Osthus; Glenn Peterson 

Nancy Rova 

 

WORSHIP & MUSIC 

MINISTRY 

 ACTION TEAMS 
 

• Acolytes 

• Altar Guild 

• Assisting Ministers 

• Blessings 

• Communion Servers 

• Liturgical Arts 

• Offering Counters 

• Park Service Helpers 

• Scripture Readers 

• Ushers 

• Worship Leaders 

• Worship Services 

• Worship Space               
Organization 

A text sent to Pastor Dianne:  I forgot to tell you, your Christmas Eve  
sermon saved me.  Thank you! 

Worship and Music Ministry Team 
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Worship and Music Ministry Team 

ASSISTING MINISTER 
 
It was really fun to be an Assistant Minister!  Yes, we will be here Christmas Eve for the 10:00 service 
and I would love to be the Assisting Minister then as well!  My family also signed up to be greeters and 
bring cookies.  :)  Thanks for asking me! 

— Greta Worley 

ALL SAINTS DAY  
 

All Saints’ Sunday worship at First Lutheran was a blessing.  
Our intensions were to be at the annual service to honor the 
memory of several people we’d lost in 2016; we were humbled 
to get so much more.  The entire experience was cohesive – each 
element of the service came together with the Holy Spirit  
evidently present.  Sitting among other faithful saints, we felt a 
connection to present and past saints. 
 

The paper doves had been signed with love and placed around us 
on the walls of the sanctuary.  We were literally surrounded by a 
cloud of witnesses; the candle lighting to remember each  
beloved saint was a beautiful and moving experience.  The  
illumination grew brighter with each candle, representing a  
personal loss, was lit. 
 

We felt the Peace that can only be felt in the presence of God, who is our peace. 
 

— Blessed are the Peacemakers, 
Lynn and Dan McGinty 

WORSHIP 

 
Both of  my children were baptized at First Lutheran, with the youngest 
being this past year. The pastors did a fantastic job with the ceremony as 
well as making sure others were included; specifically cousins and  
siblings being a part of the celebration. No question, if we have more 
children, they will be baptized at First Lutheran.  
 

— Jeff Karlgaard  
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BLUE CHRISTMAS 
 

Just a short note to express my appreciation for the Blue Christmas service, and all those who  
participated in it, on December 21.  I understand the premise of this service was to provide a healing 
moment for those who with difficulty in what is one of the most joyous times of the year, but, due to 
grieving or other stressful events in their lives, have found it difficult to carry on the celebratory and 
cheerful aspects of the holiday. I have been one of those who had a difficult time this past Christmas, 
my mother passing away one year ago on January 2. I just wanted Christmas, her birthday on  
December 28, and even New Year’s to just go by without any involvement.  I decided to attend the 
Blue Christmas service, and was surprised to see such a large attendance.  It was helpful for me to  
realize that I was not alone in my difficult time. I spoke to another very long time member who told 
me after the conclusion of the service, as she and I hugged and both shed some tears, that that was one 
of the most meaningful services in our church in a long time.  This particular service had a personal 
aspect to it that “hit home” to a lot of people. 
 

So, I send you all a big thank you for having this somber service, preparing it, participating in it, and 
making it a comforting and personal, though emotionally difficult, time.  Perhaps this might be the 
start of a new tradition at our church. 
 

 — Mike Galeski                     

Worship and Music Ministry Team 

BLUE CHRISTMAS 

In the midst of hope, joy, and the energy and excitement of eight grandchildren surrounding Advent and 
Jesus' birth, I appreciated the quiet, reflective Advent Blue Christmas service. It gave me an opportunity 
to also validate my own feelings of loss and grief in a world of uncertainty, suffering and violence. The 
"fear not" message lifted up in scripture, liturgy, music, and mediation combined with visuals of candles 
and the gift of prayer squares filled me with hope and reminded me that God is ever present in my  life 
through joy, sadness, uncertainty and loss. It was one of the most meaningful worship experiences I can 
recall and its message will stay with me for a long time. 
  

— Kay Eckman 

LITURGICAL ARTS 

 

As a newer member of First Lutheran, I’ve always been struck by the liturgical arts in our  
sanctuary.  I’ve come to appreciate and look forward to the changes in the décor as we move through the 
different seasons.  I’ve been able to learn a lot about the church by inquiring about the decorations and 
what they symbolize.  Also, for the first time, I noticed the Beatitudes and other Bible verses carved into 
the walls of the sanctuary after they were painted this past summer.  I would like to extend my gratitude 
and compliments to Glenn, Miriam, Steve, and others who work so hard to beautify God’s house and 
enhance the liturgy for ALL of us! 
 

—Christina Branham 
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WORSHIP IN THE ROUND 
 

Much thought and money went into the redesigning of the sanctuary.  One of the features of the new 
design is that the worship space can be re-configured.  We can move the furniture to host concerts; we 
can alter it to worship in a new way.  I was surprised to learn that so far it hadn’t been rearranged for 
worship and so, we moved things around into one of the original suggested designs. 
 

The responses were overwhelmingly favorable and even some of the people who didn’t particularly care 
for the change understood what was meaningful about it.  Here are some of their responses: 
 

“How friendly it feels.  Very welcoming.  It’s not hierarchical.  People can see each other’s faces.  A 
greater sense of community.  All people participating visible.” 
 

“The circle is sacred to the native community and works for us, too.” 
 

“I love seeing our magnificent organ and the faces of the community; we feel more connected.  The  
altar, the Word are quite literally at the center of the community; I love it!” 
 

“Church feels full of worshippers.  Just seeing organ and light from windows from a different  
perspective; no front or back.” 
 

“The congregation and pastors are more personally connected; we are more connected as a community.  
I was surprised that it happened, but I love it!” 
 

“How beautiful the stained glass windows and organ case are; being able to see those gathered; the  
intimacy of worshipping together; the welcoming feeling.” 
 

“I think God would be pleased with the arrangement because it fosters interaction even if people are not 
literally interacting with each other.  It fosters a sense of inclusiveness.” 
 

“Facing each other as children of God; all equal.” 
 

“I was surprised by the feeling of community when you can look into the faces of all people.” 
 

“Love it; inviting; open and we can make eye contact with other worshippers; open and inviting — the 
space seems less rigid and formal; seems friendlier.” 
 

“Great idea of having toddler move-about corners.” 
 

I was surprised “by the beauty and message of the stained glass windows.” 
 

The greatest issue with the change of space was people’s inability to hear.   A number of people also 
were sensitive to people’s inability to hide anywhere:  “they may not feel as ‘safe’ in a new  
environment; some like to hide in the back.”  “Some might find it intimidating; some want to ‘hide’ in 
the back.” 
 

— Pastor Dianne 
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WORSHIP IN THE PARK 
 

There is something special about our worship in the park.  I can’t pin point why that is exactly, but I 
can’t wait for July to come so that I can pull out the blanket, spread it out on the green grass and  
worship in the sunlight by the lakeshore.  It may be because being out in nature makes me feel more 
connected to God.  It could be that summer worship reminds me of beloved camp experiences at 
EWALU, Atlantic Mountain Ranch or Outlaw Ranch.  I suppose it also seems a little easier to reach 
out to the community when your worship is right outside in the midst of the community.  I love  
watching runners, walkers, skaters, and the occasional Pokémon Go game player wander by the  
service, sometimes stopping to listen.  It seems easier to be invitational in this setting.  This summer I 
even got to watch my oldest son be confirmed on a beautiful sunny day with all of my family as  
witness.  Worship in the Park is a special time for  making connections to creation, the community and 
to our God.  Thank you God for the opportunity to worship in such a beautiful place. 
 

— Kirsten Bich 

I am finally taking time to send my comments about the beautiful Holy Week that you and your staff 
presented to our Congregation at FLC.  The visual Palm Sunday service brought the familiar story to  
life — the "sales pitch'' for foot washing struck my motherly heart and the sermon on Easter Sunday 
along with the festive music was spine tingling.  I don't recall having such an inspirational and memory 
making Holy Week in many years. 

— Yvonne Anderson 
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SANCTUARY 
 

My son and ex-girlfriend broke up at the beginning of April last year.  At that time they had a 17 month 
old daughter and had basically lived together and co-parented for over the first year of her life.  The 
break up was devastating because the mom did not let my son see my granddaughter for over three 
weeks and then when she agreed to visitation it was limited to anywhere from 3 to 10 hours a week. This 
went on until the end of August when a judge awarded my son 50% temporary custody.  A permanent 
custody settlement in October resulted in my son having permanent 50% custody.  My son lives with my 
husband and me and we love that my 2 year old granddaughter lives with us 50% of the time. It was 
such a joy to know that we could all spend more time with her than we did throughout the summer. 
 

This was not an easy custody case for my son or our family (my husband, me and our other two sons), 
particularly because it was outside of anything we had ever experienced.  Our attorney said it was one  
of the most difficult cases he'd been involved with because my granddaughter's mom, and her family, 
were not very cooperative.  You can imagine Memorial Day, the 4th of July, and Labor Day weekends 
with no visitation.  My granddaughter's mom let my son - and us - see my granddaughter maybe for 
three hours on a week day and then maybe every other Sunday for 6 hours, yet the times and days were 
not consistent. She was in charge because my son had no legal rights.  
 

Our family experienced so much emotional turmoil.  My granddaughter's mom lied under oath and said 
that incidents occurred that were meant to have a negative impact and hurt my son - sexual assault, 
physical abuse, verbal abuse.  It was all lies.  We knew that then and she has since admitted to my son 
that she lied under oath.  During that time we would all cry.  We all tried to make sense of what was 
happening.  It wasn't fair.  We were angry. We were hurt. 
 

In September and October, once we had my granddaughter back in our lives, I would sit in church  
and pray that my anger would go away.  I told myself that I did not want to wish ill will on my  
granddaughter's mom and her parents.  Every week I would go to church and hope that I'd see some sort 
of sign that would lead me in the right direction because I didn't want to be so angry.  One Sunday when 
I left church I felt that a huge weight had been lifted. That anger was going away.  I felt some relief.  It 
was, to me, an “aha” moment.  It is the start of moving forward.  I realized that I was coming to grips 
with the fact that I could, at some point, have some sort of a relationship with my granddaughter's mom 
and her family.  It just wouldn't be the same closeness that we had and that is OK.  It was OK to know 
we couldn't go back to where we were a year ago. Life would be different. And everyone who loves my 
granddaughter will still be in her life, helping her to thrive and learn and grow.  It would be OK. 
 

There was no one particular moment that gave me relief, but rather my frequent asking God to help 
me.  I learned once, not so long ago, that we can't necessarily change what has happened to us, but  
we can change how we deal with things and how we respond.  I feel as if there is still a lot to  
resolve here and I trust that God will lead me to where I should go. I know that some day I will forgive 
my granddaughter's mom and her family for the anguish and hurt that they caused.  That day hasn't  
come yet, but I have hope because I have already experienced the grace of God. 
 

— Denise Bussa 


